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Edwin Roxburgh’s Oboe Music: an Appreciation by Christopher Redgate

The works on this CD offer an overview of Roxburgh’s writing for oboe spanning the period
1967 to 2007. Comparing these works one cannot help but be struck by the range and
diversity that the music represents. Such diversity reflects Roxburgh’s substantial abilities as
a composer, his knowledge and understanding of the nature of the oboe, together with a
knowledge of its repertoire and traditions. The works reveal a pioneering spirit working to
develop the potential of the instrument.

In addition to his compositional activities, Roxburgh was (amongst other things) also a very
fine oboist. (He gave the British premiere of Berio’s Sequenza VII and of Holliger’s
Cardiophonie, works which, even today, are considered by many to be at the limits of what is
possible technically.) Not surprisingly his abilities as a performer and his willingness to
explore and engage with the most contemporary developments of the instrument have had
a significant influence upon his writing.

A number of the works on the CD are closely connected to major figures in the oboe world.
Two were written specifically for birthdays of Léon Goossens: Aulodie for his 80th (in which
Goossens gave the first performance) and Antares for his 90th (first performed by Nicholas
Daniel). Elegy was written ‘in memory of Janet Craxton’ and Study 1 is dedicated to Lady
Barbirolli, (a commission from the ‘Barbirolli International Oboe Festival and Competition,
2009’).

In order to understand and evaluate the full extent of Roxburgh’s achievements in writing
for the oboe it is important to consider the changes that have taken place in the oboe world
during the last 40 – 50 years. A range of sounds and new techniques have been developed
and a number of long established techniques have been extended, adding to the potential
sound-world and widening the possibilities of what can be written for the instrument. These
include extending the range upwards, the use of double, triple and flutter tonguing, greater
use of harmonics and, significantly, the development of multiphonics (chords). Roxburgh’s



earlier works were written just as these techniques and sounds were being developed and
becoming a significant contribution to the future of the instrument – an exciting time for a
composer/oboist!

Any oboist’s heart should be warmed by the quality and quantity of works for oboe that
have flowed from Roxburgh’s pen. This alone is worth serious discussion, but in addition to
the quantity of works there are two features that are of great significance and it is upon
these that I wish to focus: firstly, the way in which he writes for the instrument and
secondly, his understanding and use of the techniques which have developed in recent
years.

One of the most exciting aspects of Roxburgh’ s writing for oboe is the way in which he
writes for the instrument, his ability to present to us, through his compositions, the ‘modern
oboe’1. By this I mean that his writings encompass both the traditional world of the oboe
and also its contemporary possibilities. I have mentioned already the diversity which exists
in his writing. Listening, for example, to Aulodie (1977) [2-4] and comparing them with
Antares (1988) [7] immediately highlights the contrasts in writing styles of which Roxburgh is
capable. His compositions, perhaps in a way matched by only a very few composers, have
been able to hold together both the traditional and the contemporary elements that make
up the modern instrument. This is particularly significant in the works that integrate
contemporary developments with the more traditional sound world, using all that the oboe
is capable of today without compromising or devaluing any part of the its potential and
traditions.

Roxburgh’s ability to write for the ‘modern oboe’ is beautifully demonstrated in Eclissi (1971)
[6](written when many of the technical and sound world developments were still very new)
in which he employs a number of contemporary developments (including extended high
range, multiphonics, flutter tonguing, glissandi) with consummate compositional skill and

1
I first wrote about this concept in Roxburgh’s works in an article in The Magazine of the British Double Reed Society Winter 2007 (Number

81) titled ‘Roxburgh at 70’.



great musical integrity, while in the same work writing beautifully and lyrically for the
instrument. This is perhaps best summed up in his own words where he states that there is a
‘journey through distorted into characteristic sound... The piece resolves with all the
instruments deploying their most traditionally characteristic tone’2.

Antares (1988) [7] is an excellent example of writing for the genre. Of particular note are the
interplay between the two instruments, the use of textures shared between the oboe and
the piano and the subtle integration of contemporary oboe techniques into the whole. These
include a large number of multiphonics, which sometimes turn the oboe into a polyphonic
instrument matching the sounds of the piano, and using harmonics, double trills and flutter
tongue. The work also contains powerful and lyrical melodic lines (one of the oboe’s
traditional trade marks).

This ability to create works which employ the whole range of the oboe’s possible sound
world is a skill which only a few composers have managed to master. These works are
excellent models of what can be written for the instrument today.

Developing from the discussion above is my second point: Roxburgh’s use of contemporary
techniques and in particular multiphonics. What is significant about his use of the
contemporary techniques is that they play an important part in the creation and
development of the musical world of each work.

Roxburgh states in his programme note to Antares, ‘Multiphonics are used here quite
unashamedly to set a programmatic display and textural contrasts3’ while his use of
harmonics creates some exceptional colours. This can particularly be heard in the central,
faster section of the work.

2
Roxburgh programme note for Eclissi quoted from the United Music Publishers website.

3
Roxburgh programme note for Antares quoted from the United Music Publishers website.



In his notes on Eclissi Roxburgh refers to ‘...providing an essay on the multiphonic
capabilities of the oboe...4’ and this is indeed what he does; not only in Eclissi but also in
Elegy and Antares. The foundation for his work in this respect is a profound appreciation for
the beauty of the colours of the multiphonics which is supported by a substantial knowledge
of what is possible in any given situation. Any oboist studying the meticulously annotated
scores which employ these sounds (the scores include a great deal of information for the
performer in this respect) cannot help but be impressed by the creative use of fingerings and
embouchure. This is the advantage of course, of being both oboist and composer.

An appreciation of the beauty of the sounds and a knowledge of how to produce
multiphonics is, however, only a part of the story. The multiphonics, chosen with great care,
are part of the very fabric of the compositions. Their pitch content plays a very significant
part in the compositional processes and structure of the works. A detailed analysis of the
scores reveals this close relationship. Roxburgh states in his notes to Eclissi ‘The intervals of
the oboe's multiphonics are set in direct relationship to the strings' material, all the musical
substance being derived from the tones of the oboe chords4’. Similarly in his notes to Elegy
“…the multiphonics chosen for 'Elegy' create the melodic and harmonic framework for the
music…5” Such a profound use of multiphonics takes them right away from the much more
common forms of usage where they are often little more than ‘noise’ with minimal
structural or musical raison d’être. Since multiphonics were first developed they have been
employed in a great number of works, but few composers use them with such subtlety or
creativity. Roxburgh’s ‘essay in multiphonics’ (one could even say ‘essays’) set a standard
and a foundation upon which many composers could build.

A similar discussion could take place concerning diverse areas of Roxburgh’s use of other
contemporary techniques and sounds. What should be emphasised, however, is that he
never falls into the trap of simply using sounds/techniques for the sake of it. One is very
aware when performing these works that every sound has been carefully heard and chosen

4
Roxburgh programme note for Eclissi quoted from the United Music Publishers website.

5
Roxburgh programme note for Elegy quoted from the United Music Publishers website.



for its musical attributes. This is of course why there is never a ‘catalogue mentality’ in the
works and indeed some recent developments of the progressive techniques make no
appearance at all.

Of the works on the CD that do not use contemporary techniques we hear Roxburgh writing
for the oboe using only its traditional sound world, sometimes in a very demanding way: For
example Study 1 (2007) [1] where the technical challenges are very taxing (the work is a test
piece for the Barbirolli competition). Whilst writing lyrical melodic lines such as in Cantilena
(1991) [9] (which was written in memory of Adrian Cruft) or Aulodie (1977)[2-4] there is a
poignancy and depth to the music, and a use of the oboe which exploits so much of the
instrument’s beautiful lyrical and heart rending qualities without ever becoming
sentimental. Images (1967) [5], the earliest work on the CD employs a range of harmonics on
the oboe which contributes greatly to its sound world.

To sum up Roxburgh’s contribution to the repertoire of the oboe, I suggest that it is not only
in the quality or the quantity of the works written but also in his visionary approach to
writing for the instrument. The music is rooted in the history of the oboe and yet embraces
the most recent developments. It has given birth to some very significant works which
demonstrate a possible way forward for the use of the modern oboe sound world.



The Composer

Edwin Roxburgh



The Composer

The diverse activities of performing, conducting and teaching have been constant motivations to
Edwin Roxburgh’s principal profession, composing. Having won several prizes as a student, his
professional work has been acknowledged in many awards, most recently a British Composers’
Award for his Elegy for Ur and an Elgar Trust Award for a BBC SO commission. His recent opera,
Abelard was published by United Music Publishers under the auspices of a Leverhulme Research
Fellowship. Commissioners and performers of his music range across a wide spectrum from
Menuhin and the BBC to Vincent Price and Prunella Scales.

As a conductor Roxburgh has worked constantly in presenting a vast range of contemporary music,
together with a wide range of repertoire. His establishment and directorship of the 20th Century
Ensemble of London found a reflection in his post as RVW Fellow at the RCM where he created a
department of 20th Century Performance Studies. Such works as Stockhausen’s Trans had their UK
and world premieres performed by students and were broadcast by the BBC. Roxburgh has
conducted his own music with the principle UK orchestras such as the BBC Philharmonic, CBSO and
the Philharmonia. As Associate Composer of the London Festival Orchestra at the Warehouse in
London he has recently established the Warehouse Ensemble.
Roxburgh’s work as an oboist began with his appointment as principal oboist of Sadlers’ Wells
Opera (now ENO). Subsequently he pursued a distinguished career as a virtuoso, establishing
himself as a major interpreter of contemporary repertoire, giving the UK premieres of Berio’s
Sequenza VII and Holliger’s Cardiophonie. Many of his compositions reflect his research into
multiphonics and extended techniques. Whilst a member of the Menuhin Festival Orchestra he
was co-author with Goossens of the Mehuhin Music Guide ‘The Oboe’. He is currently a visiting
teacher at BCU Birmingham Conservatoire.

Recordings of his music are also on NMC, Warehouse and Oboe Classics labels. His music is
published by United Music Publishers, Ricordi and Maecenas.



The Performers
Christopher Redgate

Since his time as a student at the Royal Academy of Music,
Christopher Redgate has specialised in the performance of
contemporary oboe music. He has been described as having
‘extraordinary exploratory technical brilliance’ (Music Web) and
of being a 'tireless champion' of extended techniques (Double
Reed Magazine). This specialisation has inspired many composers
to write for him and as a result he has given premiere
performances of a great number of works. His performing career
has taken him all over the world; he has performed in most
European countries, Scandinavia, Australia, America, Canada,
Mexico and China working as a soloist and in many ensembles.

He has been active as a teacher both of oboe and in workshops
for composers. From 1986 to 1992 he was the oboe teacher at
the Darmstädter Ferienkurse für Neue Musik . He broadcasts
regularly for BBC Radio Three and has several solo CDs available.
The most recent being Oboe+ :Berio and beyond on the Oboe

Classics label, Lost Lands on the Metier/Divine Art Label, and Pasculli: the Paganini of the oboe also on
the Oboe Classics Label. Future releases i nclude Ferneyhough’s Allegebrah and Coloratura with
Ensemble Exposé.

He has recently contributed three articles to an edition of Contemporary Music Review, is working on a
book on the interpretation of contemporary oboe music and contributing a chapter i n a new book on
the music of Michael Finnissy.

His performances frequently include the use of electronics and especially of the lap top computer and
for many years now he has been including improvisation as a significant part of his recitals.



The Performers
Stephen Robbings

Stephen Robbings studied as an Associated Board scholar
at the Royal Academy of Music with Patsy Toh and
Hamish Milne. He graduated with first class honours and
was awarded almost every prize for performance,
culminating in rare distinction of being awarded for his
Recital Diploma both the Chappell and MacFarren prizes,
the Academy’s highest award for pianists. Stephen has
given concerto and recital performances in major venues
throughout the UK, including Birmingham Symphony
Hall, and the Queen Elizabeth Hall.

He has played on BBC Radio and Television, made recordings both as soloist, accompanist
and chamber musician and has performed in Europe, the Far East and the USA. He has given
many South Bank recitals to enthusiastic audiences and reviews with the violinist Christine
Townsend and has also had a longstanding musical partnership with the oboist Christopher
Redgate with whom he has frequently performed and recorded. He has an interest in
contemporary music and has given first performances of a number of new pieces.



Ensemble Exposé

Ensemble Exposé is a professional ensemble
dedicated to the performance of new and
experimental music. It was formed in 1984 by the
composers Richard Barrett, Roger Redgate and
Michael Finnissy and has since established a
reputation for its commitment to presenting the
most challenging of contemporary music. The
ensemble has assembled an international
membership of virtuoso musicians and a repertoire

whose power and directness is matched by its lack of intellectual compromise. The group
has given extensive concerts and broadcasts throughout Europe and has appeared at many
of the major festivals of new music in France, Germany, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Sweden and
the USA.

The ensemble records regularly for the BBC and has broadcast on Radio France, Dutch Radio,
Hessische Rundfunks, RAI (Italy) and Swedish Radio. It has been featured on BBC TV’s
Omnibus and has been a resident ensemble at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse für Neue Musik
and the International Bartok Festival and Seminar in Szombathely, Hungary. In 1995 the
ensemble received a project grant from the London Arts Board for a series of concerts
featuring the music of the American composer and
improviser Anthony Braxton.

The ensemble is featured on CD recordings of the
music of Michael Finnissy and Fabrice Fitch and is
currently preparing a CD of recent music by Brian
Ferneyhough for Metier. In 2003 Ensemble Exposé
was nominated for a Royal Philharmonic Society
Award.
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